Open Space
A central open space and a smaller plaza will provide open space on the site.

### OPEN SPACES INCLUDE:

**Central Open Space**: A main open space of 1.22 acres will provide a central space that is open and inviting to the public and available for a wide range of activities and uses.

**St George Plaza**: A smaller scale plaza will provide a public entrance to the campus and a pedestrian link from the Mt Pleasant neighbourhood. The plaza will include a terminus to the St George rainway, an emerging idea from the Mt Pleasant Community Plan Public Realm Strategy.
Broadway Subway Line
A Broadway Subway rapid transit line is an important City of Vancouver objective and key to achieving our long-term economic, social and environmental goals.

The Broadway Subway would travel west from VCC-Clark station through the Campus to a planned future station near the intersection of Great Northern Way and Thornton Street. The Line would then extend south in a bored tunnel to a future station at Main Street and Broadway.

TransLink and the Province of BC have completed a technical study evaluating alternatives for rapid transit in the Broadway corridor between Commercial Drive and UBC. The extension through the Campus Lands represents one alternative studied as part of the technical evaluation. TransLink will facilitate a regional dialogue on transportation investments through the Regional Transportation Strategy, and help the region identify the preferred rapid transit alternative for the Broadway Corridor in 2014.

LOCAL BUS SERVICE:
#84 Bus: This bus route provides local bus service from VCC-Clark SkyTrain Station along Great Northern Way, as well as express bus service to UBC.